
NSK AMERICA
NLZ Motor Systems

NSK America introduced two NLZ electric micromotor systems 
with new technology, faster performance, compact design 
and a new proprietary contra angle check function. The new 

NLZ has the highest torque in its class (4.2 Ncm) with the smallest 
dimension. The endodontic version, NLZ E, has reciprocating 
and rotary functions that make it compatible with WaveOne fi les.

A new installation style separates the control unit from the 
main unit. Every part of the NLZ is more compact to minimize 
the required space for installation. The main unit fi ts under the 
delivery tray, keeping only the control unit visible. 

NLZ’s new Contra-Check Function helps detect abnormalities 
caused by deterioration of the electric attachment and insuffi cient 
maintenance before use. To use it just connect the electric attachment 
to the motor, press the Check key and view the results on the control 
unit. It will indicate whether the attachment needs oil or repairs 
or is ready to use. 

The new NLZ E endo motor has a reciprocating function allowing 
it to work with Dentsply Sirona’s WaveOne fi les. A large rotating 
angle in the cutting direction provides high effi ciency, whereas a 
smaller angle in the reverse direction allows the WaveOne fi le to 
safely progress along the canal path, while reducing the risk of a 
screwing effect and fi le breakage.

HIGHLIGHTS

•  Easily cuts through E.max, zirconia and PFM with
a  4.2 Ncm motor.

•  Flexible split design works with most delivery systems.

•  Rotating and reciprocating function is compatible with 
WaveOne fi les.

NSK’s all new NLZ can help any user of air-driven handpieces 
convert to electric and enjoy the full benefi ts of this smart system. ■

For more information, visit nskamericacorp.com.
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